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Abstract 
Realising the aims and visions of energy policy requires special solutions. The contribution presents a solution which respects the 
conditions of conventional district heating (DH) systems in Germany and a heterogeneous building structure in an urban quarter. 
The simulation shows that a solar fraction of about 10 % can be reached easily from technical and economic points of view. The 
concept can be transferred to further areas within a town (urban restructuring) and other conventional DH systems in Germany. 
In Chemnitz, this concept is being implemented step by step from 2013 to 2018. 
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1. Conventional district heating and the urban quarter 
The contribution describes an approach pursued in Chemnitz, Germany. Chemnitz is a typical East German 
industrial town with a large district heating system. The DH system (hot water) was planned in 1928 and has been 
growing steadily until 1990. A very high share of generation is based on combined heat and power (CHP) from 
lignite-fired plants (Table 1, Figure 1). 
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In recent years, the following factors stood against a solar heat supply: 
x Low cost CHP heat from brown coal, 
x high amount of excess heat due to controlling according to power demand after 1990, 
x design of the whole system for very high temperatures (optimal design before 1990). 
These essential factors inhibited the integration of solar heat. For this reason, solutions have to be found for 
towns which are at present supplied by such conventional DH systems. 
An opportune situation was present from 2009 to 2011. It was recognized that the “Brühl” quarter (part of the 
northern city centre of Chemnitz, Figure 2) needed to be redeveloped completely [1], [2]. The authors got involved 
with respect to a complete restructuring of the heat supply (see below). The building structure and the heat 
consumers were analysed. 
Table 1: Key data for combined heat and power in Chemnitz (as at 2014). 
Combined heat and power plant “Nord II” District heating 
thermal 2 u 155 MW (back pressure turbines) highest network load (2009-2014) 420 MW 
 1 u 120 MW (extraction condensing turbine) contracted capacity ca 520 MW 
electrical 2 u 65 MW (back pressure turbines) heat sales ca 850 GWh/a 
 1 u 110 MW (extraction condensing turbine) network length 280 km 
raw brown coal 2 units supply temperature (floating set point) 140…100 °C 
natural gas/fuel oil (standby) 1 unit return temperature (average) ca 66 °C 
 
a    b  
Figure 1: (a) District heating line B, (b) Combined heat and power plant “Nord II” (right), operator eins energie in sachsen.  
2. System concept 
Based on the analysis mentioned above, a concept for heat supply was developed. The following points describe 
the approach: 
x Full decoupling of the area (Figure 2) from the hitherto existing DH network (hydraulics, operation) for creating 
an “island” in the district heating area, 
x installation of a low temperature network (70/40 °C), 
x development of energy transfer station for multiple dwelling units with a solution from Mahler [3] (not shown 
here), 
x installation of a solar plant taking Danish plants as an example ([4], see below), 
x sales and marketing measures for convincing gas customers in the area and for customer retention (e.g. free 
energy performance certificate for the building). 
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Figure 2: (a) Scheme of the buildings in the Brühl area (ca 10 ha), pipeline routing of the low temperature network and the planned solar plant 
(left-hand side of the river), (b) Typical multiple dwelling unit from the end of the 19th century, representing one block of houses. 
The scheme of the plant is shown in Figure 3. The plant is characterised by the following features: 
x Ground-mounted flat-plate collectors, one field† with 1800 m² (matched flow, 15 l/(m²·h) at 100 %, tilted by 35° 
with ideal orientation to south, beginning shading below 32.5° solar elevation angle), 
x no heat exchanger in the whole low-temperature part of the system (use of district heating water in the collector 
circuit), active frost protection of the field (previously only applied by Paradigma company [5]),  
x aboveground tank storage (flat bottom tank with 1000 m³, fill level 14.0 m, 0.50 m thermal insulation, operation 
with thermal stratification), upper zone for holding ready water with the desired supply temperature (with 
overheating up to about 95 °C), complete storage for absorbing short-term solar excess heat and as short-term 
storage for combined heat and power plant, 
x two-stage auxiliary heating unit (mean logarithmic temperature difference 5 K), first heat exchanger (HX1) for 
taking advantage of the district heating return temperature (main network), second heat exchanger (HX2) 
connected to DH supply line for meeting the supply temperature setpoint in the low temperature network, 
x two pipe network with pressure decoupling to the storage by means of the network pumps and control valves, 
floating supply temperature (setpoint 70 °C for outside temperatures above 0 °C, linear increase to 80 °C 
at -14 °C outside temperature). 
3. Simulation results 
The thermal behaviour of the solar plant (Figure 3) has been simulated with TRNSYS [6], [7]. The load 
behaviour of the low temperature network and the energy transfer stations was modelled separately and is not 
presented here. At first, the system behaviour is shown and evaluated: 
x The collector field (Figure 4) reaches the desired supply temperature in the winter half year when solar irradiation 
is sufficient. During summer, temperatures exceed the supply temperature setpoint (operation with temperature 
 
 
† At present, two fields are envisaged which allow a total aperture area between 1700 and 2050 m². The principal design remains the same. 
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overshoot) and approaches 100 °C temporarily. In practice, measures for reduction to 95 °C are then required 
(e.g. modification of storage design). 
x The course of the desired supply temperature can be understood well from Figure 5 (auxiliary heating circuit), 
too. During winter, temperatures above 70 °C are required occasionally. In summer, operation time decreases 
significantly. 
x The main district heating system (Figure 6) was modelled by means of data based on measured values. During 
the operation of the auxiliary heating circuit, the return temperature can be lowered significantly (ca 45…60 °C). 
x The operation of the low temperature network is shown in Figure 6. In the supply, the rise above 70 °C during 
low outside temperatures and high loads can be seen clearly. The return temperature is despite of the 50 % share 
of non-reconstructed buildings within an acceptable range of 30…45 °C. During summer when only the systems 
for domestic hot water heating are operating, return temperatures increase temporarily. This well-known effect is 
described in [3], [8] among others. 
x Figure 7 shows the thermal behaviour of the storage. During winter operation, the desired supply temperature is 
hold ready permanently. The lower part of the storage then has a lower temperature level (30…50 °C). In 
summer, operation with more than 70 °C in the upper zone is quickly possible. In the second half of the summer, 
the situation occurs that almost the whole storage is heated to more than 80 °C. This is in accordance with a good 
usage rate and design. 
 
 
Figure 3: Scheme of solar heating plant, basis for simulation and draft for design. 
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Figure 4: Temperatures in the course of time (one year), inlet and outlet temperature of the collector field. 
 
Figure 5: Temperatures in the course of time (one year), auxiliary heating circuit. 
 
Figure 6: Temperatures in the course of time (one year), connection to the main district heating system. 
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Figure 7: Temperatures in the course of time (one year), warm water storage. 
 
Figure 8: Temperatures in the course of time (one year), supply and return of low temperature network. 
 
Figure 9: Heat in the course of time (one year), output of collector field, auxiliary heating demand, load of low temperature network. 
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Figure 10: Heat in the course of time (one year), charging with feed in the top and the middle of the storage. 
 
Figure 11: Heat in the course of time (one year), auxiliary heating stages 1 and 2. 
In Table 2, the annual heat quantities are listed which were calculated based on the TRNSYS simulation. 
Additionally, Table 2 gives the key figures which facilitate evaluation: 
x The output of the collector field (assuming a good average German flat-plate collector) is relatively good (taking 
into account the high collector temperatures). 
x Operation modes with feeding heat to the top and the middle of the storage show almost the same values (use of 
the upper zone in readiness or the complete storage, respectively). 
x Despite of the limited high temperatures, a high share of the auxiliary heat can be obtained from the main district 
heating return. 
x With the envisaged operation, the storage can supply the whole load of the low temperature network. The solar 
fraction of 11.1 % fulfils the project requirement. 
4. Conclusions and status of the project 
The integration of solar heat requires special concepts. This applies in particular for areas with conventional 
district heating. The competition between solar heat and cogeneration has to be avoided. Furthermore, solar heat 
supply makes great demands on the network temperatures. From the view of town planning and supply engineering, 
such requirements can only be fulfilled with the large-scale conversion of urban areas from economic viewpoints 
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(residential area concepts). The solution presented above is supposed to provide a contribution to these challenges. It 
is designed in a way which allows transferring it to other urban quarters. The relatively low solar fraction of about 
10 % does not meet the vision of solar heat specialists. However, it could be very constructive to realise this fraction 
in many German DH systems and to thereby reach a significant improvement.  
The installation of the network has begun in 2013. In 2014, planning of the solar plant is being conducted. Its 
begin of operation is scheduled for 2015. The total development is expected to be finished by 2018. 
 
Table 2: Annual heat quantities and key figures. 
Heat  Key figures  
Solar irradiation to the collector plane [MWh/a]  1,914 Specific collector yield [kWh/(m²a)] 402 
Yield from collector field [MWh/a] 724 Solar fraction [%] 11.1 
Total supply of solar heat to the storage [MWh/a] 699 Share of solar feed-in to the top of the storage [%] 55.7 
Supply of solar heat to the upper storage zone [MWh/a] 389 Share of solar feed-in to the middle of the storage [%] 44.3 
Supply of solar heat to the lower storage zone [MWh/a]  310 Share of stage 1 in auxiliary heating [%] 45.1 
Heat transfer in stage 1 of auxiliary heating unit [MWh/a] 2,555 Share of stage 2 in auxiliary heating [%] 54.9 
Heat transfer in stage 2 of auxiliary heating unit [MWh/a] 3,110   
Total auxiliary heating at the storage [MWh/a] 5,602   
Storage discharging for network supply [MWh/a] 6,306   
Load in low temperature network [MWh/a] 6,282   
 
Nomenclature 
ah auxiliary heating MD motorized damper s supply 
amb  ambient MV motorized valve st storage 
coll collector(-field) n  nominal T temperature (measurement) 
dh  district heating net network TWV three-way valve 
E  solar radiation (measurement) out output V volume flow rate (measurement) 
HX heat exchanger p  pressure 
in  input r return 
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